File a Formal Complaint - Christopher Hurst – July 5, 2016
Last year, a complaint was filed with the PDC against Darrel Dickson, Karen Jensen and “Citizens for a
Better Enumclaw”. In the course of the investigation, Dickson and Jensen told PDC investigators that
they did not break any state laws concerning campaign public disclosure requirements and at no time was
there collaboration between the Dickson campaign and CBE. Based upon those statements, the PDC
dismissed the case against them.
Recently, new evidence has come to light that proves beyond any doubt that Jensen and Dickson
knowingly lied during the course of that investigation and additionally, evidence of new violations has
come to light, including but not limited to failure to report campaign contributions, failure to properly
identify true sponsors of campaigning literature, collaboration between hard and soft money independent
campaign operations and exceeding campaign contribution limits.
Darrel Dickson ran for Enumclaw City Council in 2015 against Kimberly Lauk. CBE, an independent
political action committee, put out hit pieces, ran a website and sponsored an online newspaper called the
Enumclaw Echo that all ran almost identical hit pieces against Lauk as part of that campaign. Dickson
and Jensen said that they did not collaborate on those operations.
Two weeks ago I received a call from Conner Edwards who worked for Senator Pam Roach for a number
of years as her Legislative Assistant. Edwards told me that Senator Roach directed Edwards to work with
Dickson to help design and facilitate the CBE hit pieces, website and other campaign operations that
were never reported by the Dickson campaign. As proof that Dickson and Jensen lied to the PDC,
Edwards sent me emails detailing the development of the hit pieces and in one such email, Edwards sent
Dickson a draft of one of the hit pieces, and after reviewing it, Dickson responded to Edwards and
Dickson’s wife, Holly Dickson:
“Looks great! Thank you! . I think we should order 2000 of these cards. We can have Tek start working
on this. I have to double check on the language Paid for by Concerned Citizens of Enumclaw prior to
printing. Let’s talk tomorrow. Thank you!! Darrel”
Tek was the company that printed and sent out the mail pieces. It is clear that Dickson was not just a
random recipient of this message, as in his response he shows actual involvement in the development
and eventual printing and mailing of the piece by Tek.
The hit piece was attached to the original email to Dickson, and it is almost identical to the piece that went
out except for a few changes. Edwards told me that the committee name was to be changed from CCE to
CBE, which it was on the hit piece that was mailed. That explains the reference by Dickson that he was
in the process of changing the name of the independent political committee, the one that it was illegal for
him to be a part of. Additionally, Edwards told me that some colors were changed and some things put in
a different order in the final version so Dickson could say that he hadn’t seen the final version of the

mailings, therefore hiding his involvement in the development of the pieces and his illegal coordination
and collaboration with CBE.
That document is attached to this complaint.
Edwards said that they went to great lengths and had discussions with Dickson about how to make small
alterations to material and even went so far as to have Dickson send staged emails to hide his illegal
involvement.
Edwards also sent me documents related to the website that Roach and Dickson set up that paralleled
the hit pieces. These, and the resources that were used to create them, were never reported to the PDC
by Jensen or Dickson, or anyone else. In one of the emails Roach tells Edwards to make a small change
to the documents so Dickson can lie that he was not involved in the creation of this campaign hit
piece. Roach says:
“We do need to get this out there right away. Conner, can you come up here with copies so we can go
over it? I want Darrel to truthfully be able to say he has not been too involved in this. It’s fair to say he
gave information to people at this point. But he had no idea what it was going to look like. That I think we
could say if we changed a business in the format. I have my last meeting at 2 o’clock with the mayor of
Edgewood so maybe we’re done at three. I have to get some things done before I leave but if we can talk
tomorrow we should. It appears I have a phone and email. What I do not have is cloud back up.”
The website is almost identical to the hit pieces that Dickson, Roach and Edwards designed and that
Dickson was intimately involved in. Edwards said that Roach told him to make small changes to things so
Dickson could again lie that he was not involved in the soft money expenditures that were actually part of
his campaign. Dickson was trying to hide his involvement in these operations. Edwards has additional
evidence of this collusion by Roach and Dickson to break the law and then cover it up later.
According to the PDC investigation, case number 1424, Karen Jensen told PDC investigators that
Dickson was not involved in the CBE activities. The report states on page three:
“Ms. Jensen stated that Mr. Dickson was never involved in the formation of CBE or Ms. Jensen’s
activities.”
The report also states:
“No evidence was found that Darrel Dickson was part of CBE’s efforts to sponsor Electioneering
Communications concerning Kimberly Lauk, or that he funded or assisted in the efforts of CBE.”
These conclusions were a result of the lies told to the PDC during the investigation to cover up the illegal
collaboration between Jensen, Darrel and Holly Dickson. Written evidence from Dickson himself from his
own email account and that of Holly Dickson, clearly demonstrate their involvement and in fact, Jensen
was not even cc’ed on the development of the hit piece emails. Jensen was listed as the person running

CBE to hide Darrel Dickson’s involvement in this illegal activity. Jensen and Dickson provided false
testimony to the PDC to cover-up their illegal activities.
PDC rules are clear as to contributions in RCW 42.17A.005 (13) (a) (ii) that says a contribution includes,
“An expenditure made by a person in cooperation, consultation, or concert with, or at the request or
suggestion of, a candidate, . . .”. Clearly, Dickson not only had knowledge of the operation and mail
pieces, he actually helped design them and no mater what happened after that point in time, you cannot
un-ring that bell. RCW 42.17A.205 (19) (a) goes on to further describe what collaboration looks like when
it says that collaboration happens when it is demonstrated that a candidate has, “ . . . information
regarding the committee plan, projects activities or needs . . “. The only point of the committee was to
send out the hit pieces that Dickson helped design himself, but wanted to distance himself from. RCW
42.17A.205 (c) clearly defines this entire operation a contribution, but the pieces never mentioned
Dickson and Dickson never reported the hard money contribution from Jensen, one that was over
contribution limits.
Jensen was not the founder or operator of CBE, Dickson was. Jensen simply put up the money, did as
she was told, and allowed her name to be used.
Although there are many documents that are available, and Edwards can provide significant testimony in
this case, probably one of the most damning documents against Jensen and Dickson that prove the lies
and cover-ups is the email from the PDC to Jensen from Phil Stutzman of October 15th in which Stutzman
asks Jensen to respond to the allegations of the original complaint. Instead of answering the inquiry,
Jensen sent the PDC request for a response to the complaint to Conner Edwards. Edwards, who was
working with Dickson on the entire campaign, then sends Jensen back explicit instructions on how to lie to
Stutzman. This is what Jensen sends to the PDC. The response was written by Edwards, not
Jensen. Edwards will testify that this statement to Stutzman was a lie written by him, not Jensen. That
document is attached to this complaint.
The C1 PC for CBE was clearly filled out by Dickson and even the most rudimentary examination would
reveal that to be a fact. I am a retired 25-year police veteran and spent most of my career in
investigations. More specifically, I worked for two years as a fraud detective for the Tukwila Police
Department. I handled many fraud cases and am an expert in the field of fraudulent documents
handwriting analysis. There is no doubt that the handwriting on the C1 and other Dickson documents are
virtually identical, and it is far beyond the standard of clear and convincing evidenced that he did so. This
document should be submitted to the Washington State Patrol Crime Lab for analysis to clear up any
doubt that Dickson was the person who filled out the CBE C1 PC. Jensen lied when she said it was not,
and her testimony to the PDC has been impeached with the documents attached to this
report. Therefore, the statement to the PDC that an elderly gentleman in her church had filled out the C1
for CBE must be rejected as false as well, and the matter re-considered in light of this new evidence and
the unreliability of any statements by Jensen.

Jensen and Dickson were involved in all of the hit pieces, including the second one, as indicated by a
phone message from Roach to Edwards on October 17th at 11:21 PM in which says:
“I would say yes but I don’t want to worry about Darrel until the morning when I might be able to try to
help. Eileen told us about the letter. She thought it would do damage. I agree. We need to get the
response out. As I suspected Karen is having a hard time making ends meet. Her husband owns a
gravel company which has not had a lot of work because there is nothing being built yet. She has been a
very successful realtor but the market is still slow and they are in recovery.”
This was in response to who would be paying the bill for the second hit piece. Roach and Edwards were
getting pressure from Dickson to get it out. Edwards told me that it was discussed that Dickson would repay Jensen in cash once the campaign was over, but that Jensen had to pay the bills as they came up to
make it look like they were complying with the law. This, in and of itself, shows that they knew they were
breaking the law. Edwards does not know if Dickson did or did not re-pay Jensen in cash after the
campaign ended or not. The Dickson’s told many people, including myself, that they had nothing to do
with the CBE hit pieces, the website or the articles in the Enumclaw Echo. According to a witness whom I
talked to, Susan Etchy was paid by Dickson for the articles in the online newspaper called the Enumclaw
Echo and Dickson never reported the expenditures, nor did the Enumclaw Echo report the proper
disclaimer that it was paid for by the Dickson campaign. I have an independent witness, that will talk to
the PDC, who was contacted by Etchy, during the campaign, and that Etchy complained that Dickson was
not current on his payments to her and that she was going to stop running the illegal campaign postings if
he did not catch up on payments. Later, he did catch up and the postings continued. Interestingly, the
Enumclaw Echo stopped operations on the 26th of October, 2015, as soon as it was no longer needed for
the Dickson campaign and right before the election, and after ballots had been mailed out. A copy of
those documents is attached to this report.
As to motive in this case, it’s my belief that the connection between Jensen and Dickson was that Jensen
owns land that Dickson was trying to help get developed in Enumclaw, which included a gated
community. Dickson, along with councilmembers Hoke Overland, Juanita Carstens and Chance LeFleur
were trying to help get her property developed. The Enumclaw Comprehensive Plan has to be changed
to allow gated communities, something that will not be legal without an amendment to the Comp Plan. I
suspect that this is why Jensen was willing to do this favor to keep Darrel Dickson on the Enumclaw City
Council and realize this personal benefit. Jensen is on record at public meetings supporting this
proposal. Now, I believe that Jensen needs to continue to protect Dickson to keep him from exposing
their illegal operations because that very Comp Plan amending process is currently taking place right
now. Additionally, Dickson got appointed to a small committee with the Enumclaw Chamber of
Commerce where they drafted a support position for this Comp Plan change, something that is not
supported by the citizens at large, again I suspect, to finish taking care of this and keeping it from being
exposed and people being held accountable.

To be fair, I contacted Darrel Dickson on June 29th , 2016 on the street in Enumclaw outside my office at
about 2:30 PM, and offered to show him the documents I had received from Edwards, and to allow him to
explain them or comment on them. He declined my offer to see the documents and told me that he had
been involved in making the CBE hit pieces and plans, but that later he had withdrawn from the
conspiracy to violate the law and had his lawyer send a letter of some sort. I told him that I knew that this
was also part of the plan to hide his involvement and that this was also part of the conspiracy. He told me
that it didn’t matter and that he was not responsible for the hit pieces being sent out. Interestingly, this is
the opposite of what he told me some months earlier when he approached me in the Enumclaw Safeway
parking lot and told me that he knew nothing of the CBE hit pieces until they arrived in his mail box, and
swore that this was the truth. His admission on the 29th of June confirms that he was in fact involved, or
why would he have had to have his lawyer draft and send a letter to absolve him of liability for sending the
hit pieces.
This further proves his knowledge and direction of these operations, and if there is a letter from his
lawyer, that only proves it further. Additionally, the law is clear on a co-conspirators withdrawal from a
conspiracy to violate the law – there is a two-pronged test. The withdrawing party to a conspiracy must
not only notify all other co-conspirators in writing of their withdrawal, but must ALSO cease all contact with
his co-conspirators and end his involvement in the essential objectives of the conspiracy in which an over
act has taken place.
Even more proof is that after I talked to Dickson on Wednesday, the 29th of June, 2016 at 2:30 PM, I
checked and saw that the Enumclaw Echo website was removed and is not there now. It was up and
running right before that conversation. If Dickson was not involved in the Enumclaw Echo, and if Dickson
and Etchy were not using it as part of his campaign, and the Enumclaw Echo website was up and running
just prior to our discussion and had been there since it stopped operations on the 26 th of October 2016,
but was taken down right after I talked to Dickson on the 29th of June, isn’t that probably one of the most
amazing coincidences that has ever occurred? Eight months go by and right after I talk to Dickson,
Susan Etchy takes her old website down. This entire operation and the still-to-this-very-day continuing
coordination of the cover-up by Dickson, Jensen and Etchy, has not ceased.
In this case, Dickson was the initiator of the conspiracy, the conspiracy had only one objective, which was
to win the election by sending out these hit pieces and hiding the involvement of Dickson, and Dickson
not only did nothing to stop it, he lied to everyone when all he had to do was tell the truth that he had
participated in this plan. Hiding the involvement of Dickson was an essential part of the plan, as
evidenced by the attached emails and messages and the testimony of Conner Edwards. If Dickson had
wanted the operations to stop, they would have done so instantly, because he was running them himself,
not Jensen. She didn’t even know what he was designing and sending out.

Lastly on this point, Dickson had a responsibility to notify the PDC, the Attorney General and the King
County Prosecuting Attorney, during the pendency of the conspiracy, if he really wanted to leave the
conspiracy and absolve himself of these activities and there is no evidence that he took this very simple
step.
In summary, Darrel Dickson, Holly Dickson, Karen Jensen, Susan Etchy and others conspired to violate,
and in fact violated numerous campaign finance reporting laws as part of the 2015 campaign for Darrel
Dickson to the Enumclaw City Council. The evidence is in their own words, sent from their own email and
phone accounts. The testimony of Conner Edwards is proven, beyond any doubt whatsoever, by the
words of the co-conspirators themselves. The accused in this case violated numerous Washington State
campaign public disclosure laws. CBE was not an independent soft money campaign committee. Jensen
did not report, nor did Dickson report these expenditures as donations to the Dickson campaign and in
any event, they exceeded the contribution limits set by law. They were not independent at all and were
actually developed and run by Darrel Dickson to benefit Darrel’s campaign. Even if they were a soft
money political action committee operation doing in-kind expenditures, the material was developed by
Dickson and with his full knowledge and participation at each step of the way, all in violation of
prohibitions set forth in Washington State Public Disclosure Law.
There is far more documentation of these violations and Conner Edwards has not only testimony to offer,
but also more documents, in writing, that support this complaint.
There are two attached files documenting these violations, but I can send hard copies in the mail as
well. Please confirm that you received these electronic copies.

2 Attachments
 pdf
2 PDC Dickso...
( 1.63 MB )
 pdf
1 PDC Dickso...
( 6.76 MB )
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Fwd: updated mailer
June 20, 2016 at 9:24 PM
Christopher Hurst
Chris

-

Here is the e-mail that I mentioned to you earlier. I want you to have this so that you can give it over to the PDC. While I would like to be kept
out of whatever proceedings come from you giving this to the commission, I understand that is probably not a real possibility.
As you can dearly see, Darrel had a dear role in developing the first communication trlat CBE sent out to Enumclaw voters. I did all the
opposition research at his and Pam's behest, whici included searciing through Kim's court records, making public record requests to the
Enumclaw police department, and many other things. Darrel worked with Pam and I to determine which inrormation was the most damaging to
Kim's candidacy and develop a message thal would make voters think less ot her There are numerous other e-mails that will back up what I
have to say, and I am more than happy to cooperate with you and the PDC on this.

Giving this e-mail over to you was not an easy decision for me to make. The part of me that did Pam's dirty work lor the last two years badly
wanted me to lie and pretend that this e-mail didn't exist.
But it does exist. And it does sho\ r activity that was clearly wrong and illegal. And I was undeniably an integral part ot it.
It was also a hard personal decision to make because it will undoubtedly make it into the public sphere that I 'narked" and gave up insider
information. Additionally, there is the risk that I won't be able to work on campaigns or in politics generally in the future because people will
think I'm "untrustworthy" and "insubordinate". This is hard for me because I really did enioy working as an LA and carmpaign manager. As
someone who grew up lhinking I would be lucky lo land a iob ,lipping burgers, working ,or a Senator was a tremendous honor. Perhaps the
hardest part o, this entire experience o, coming out against Pam was the realization that I would probably never work at the leg. again.
Elut since I'm already coming forward, I should come torward with it all. Pam is now alerted to the tact that I am coming out publicly against her
and is already apparenlly calling people in an attempl to ha\€ me blacklisted from any political jobs in the luture. This is something I
anticipated before I made my decision, so I can't cry about it too much.
I will say a lew words in derense of myself that are not intended to discharge my responsibility. This was my first time designing a mail piece,
and I didn't understand statutory spmsor lD requirements. lf I had dedicated any real time to examining the PDC'S sponsor lD requirements, I
would have realized that the entire piece was not compliant due to collaboration. Unfortunately, I can't daim that exoJse ,or the 2nd piece that
I designed and had sent out. At that point, I believe we all knew that what we were doing was wrong. I think that Pam knew the entire time that
all ot this stuf, was illegal but asked me to continue doing it anway.

At the end ol the day, I still leel like Danel was duped by Pam into thinking lhat negative illegal independent expenditures would win him the
election. Still, Danel, as an adult, businessman and a lormer elected otficial, also needs to take responsibility tor his actions. lf he had .lust told
the truth about his role with CBE in response to investigators, he probably would have oflly received a dap on the wrist. Lying to fie PDC is
much bigger deal than collaborating with independent expenditures. You told me some other things about Darrel that really make me rethink
what kind of man he is. The bit about paying Etdrey and the Enumdaw Echo was a complete shock. lt makes me wonder what else he was/Is
willing to do. He deserves some extra scrutiny.

Lastly, I will also say that I don't believe Karen Jensen really knew or understood anything about campaign finance laws or disdosure
requirements. Karen trutrrfully did not have much involvement in any ot the CBE activities, other than paying for the printing and postage. At
one point, I even instructed Karen on what to say in response to PDC staff. Truth be told, I don't even know that Karen knew that Darrel and
collaborated on the design. But she likely did. She certainly knew that I worked dosely with Darrel on parts of the campaign.
Although I was dcing what Pam and Darrel told me to do, I am also dlrecuy responsible ror what happenod in th€ Enumdaw Council race.
I take responsibility for my aclions and I hope that you, Kim, and the

entre LauUHurst family can torgive me.

Please don't hesitate to lel me know if there is anything else you want to know
BeST,

Conner Edwards
(42s) 533{6r/ cell

-----

-----

Forwarded message
From: Danel Dlckson< ,
Date: Thu, Sep 17, 2015 at 10:18 PM
Subject: Re: updated mailer
To: Conner Edwards <

,TP

>, Holly Dickson <

Conner,
Looks great! Thank you | ! . I think we should order 2000 of these cards. We can have Tek start working on
the language Paid for by Concemed Citizens of Enumdaw priorto printing. Lets talk tomonow.
Thank youl!

On Thu, Sep 17,2015 al6'.12 PM, Conner Edwards <
What do you think of the new image? ls it OK?

> wrote:

this.

I have to double check on

I

Conner

Edwards

A

Fwd: PDF of draft mailer #2
June 21, 2016 at 10:02 AM
Christopher Hurst

FYl, I wasn't able to find anything where he gave me written feedback on the piece, I can keep searching though
Forwarded message
From: Conner Edwards <
Date: Mon, Sep 21, 2015 at 11:30 PM
Subject: PDF of draft mailer f2
To: Darrel Dickson <

>, Pam Roach <

FYI -.
See attached, I'm open to any suggested changes, but I'm thinking this looks pretty good

; : Conner Edwards
':, Fwd: DRAFT NEGATIVE MAILER:
-r . June 21 , 2016 at 10:00 AM
'

5 Facts you Might not Know about Kim Lauk

:

Christopher Hurst

5 Facts you probably don't know about Kim Lauk
(Because She wont tell you!)
#1) After tak'ng out over $20,000 worth of debt that she couldn't afford to pay off (including a loan for a new car), Lauk filed for bankruptcy to
avoid paying back creditors.
(Source: Federaf Bankruptcy Court Case #14-14971-TWD\
#2) Lauk illegally obscured embarrassing information about her financial mismanagement (including her bankruptcy) from her personal
disclosure form when she filed to run for Enumclaw City Council. Among the income/debt she failed to disclose to Enumclaw voters were $25O
worth of food stamps per month from the government and nearly $20,000 worth of debt. Lauk ls currently under lnvegtigatlon by the PDC

for multlple vlolatlons of state law.
(Source: PDC Case No. 1S-XXXX)
#3) Participated in an illegal drinking spree with minors that uttimately led to her husband Brandon Lauk being arrested for threatening to
assault an Enumclaw policeman.
(Source: Enumclaw Police Case #08-3339)

#4) Engaged in a late night screaming match with her husband that was so loud, it prompted worried neighbors to call the police.
(Source: Enumclaw Police Department Officer Report for lncident#14-5722)
#5) Lauk falsely implied that she was a small business owner.
Despite claims made to the contrary Lauk has never owned or managed a small business. "Kim's Sweet Dream Cakes" is not, nor has it ever
been, a business entity. lt only exists as a page on social media.
(Source: Department of Licensing, Secretary of State's Ofiice)

From

:

Conner Edwards eurus53@ gmail.cont

Subject: Fwd; Website Drat
Date: June 20, 2016 at 9:32 PM

To: Chtistopher Hurst

CHRISHURST2O10@'q com

Here is another one. Atthough I worked with Darrel on the website content (and cc'd him on my e-mail originating the e-mail strand here), Pam
tells me that we need to keep him out of it so he can be "trulhfuf about his non-inrolvement.
She said similar things to me over the telephone about the mailers, but after looking through my e-mail, I can't find anything explicit.

Forwarded message
From: Pam Roach
Date: Mon, Sep 21, 2015 at 12:56 AM
Su$ect: Re: Webite Drat
To: Conner Edwards <99-tgs53.@g-t!g[q

4[Qao|.cgm>

We do need to get this out there r(;ht away. Conner, can you crme up here with copies so we can go over it? I want Danel to trutttfully be able
to say he has not been too inrrolved with fiis. lt's fairto say he gave information to people atthis point. But he had no idea what it was going to
look like. That I think we could say il we change a business in the format. I have my last mesting at 2 o'clock with the malor of Edgwood so
maybe we're done at three.
I have to get some things done before I leave but if we can talk tomorrow we should.
It appears I have a phone and email. What I do not have is cloud back up.

Sent ftom my iPhone

> On Sep 21, 2o15, at 12:06 AM, Conner Edwards -eurus53@qmail.com> wrote:

> Folks

-

> Here are screeflshots of lhe website drat I have put together. The goal is to have hlperlinks in the text so that @ple can see the
documents for themselves.

> Unfortunately, Iile attachmenb appear to be the only way I can share the draft with you gu!,s. Please take a look at tell me what you think.
would like to 'publish'the draft tomorrow. We can link to the website on a future mailer.
> Conner
> 4smallbusinessowner'. prg>
> <Policerecords.prp

>dachiding.png>
> <spendingspree.png>

><Homepage.png>

I

Conner Edwards

€

Fwd: Fw: email

June22,2016at5:20 PM
Christopher Hurst
FYI

Forwarded message
From: Conner Edwards <
Date: Mon, Oct 19, 2015 at 11:18 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: email

Here's what I would say in response to the PDC:

1) I confirm that I will use proper sponsor identification on all future political mailers. I was designing another mailer when I received the
complaint and used the guidelines from the PDC-published pamphlet you sent me to add proper sponsor lD. Since I am the only person who
has given money to the committee/paid lor the mailer, I put Top Five Contributors: Karen Jensen.
People who received the mailer had the ability to find out who paid for it because they could see that I was the head of the committee on the
PDCs website and I had not reported receiving no other contributions. I am working with Phil Stutzman and Lori Anderson to understand
exactly what requirements I am to follow as a one woman "political committee".

2) I filled out and sent in my C6 to Phil Stutzman and updated to the PDCs website electronically. My C6 for the second mailer I did was
uploaded on-time. lf I ever do this again in the future, I will make sure to do it within 24 hours of sending it out.
3) I had not received any contributions as ol September 241h, 2015 and have not received any contributions after September 24th, 201 5 either.
The only expenditures I have incurred were for the mailers and those expenditures were listed on my C6s and C4s.
4) The statement about Lauk buying a new car is not false. Lauk's bankruptcy records indicate thal she purchased a Honda 201 0 in February
of 2011 after she took out a loan from "Wells Fargo Dealership Seryices" for $8,081. The difference between that and the price of a new car
was likely made up by a larger down payment.

5) Darrel Dickson was not involved in the formation of the committee or our activities. Dickson did not assist me in filling out the C-'l PC form.
would be more than happy to submit the registration form to the Washington State Crime Lab, but I don't really see the close resemblance
that Hurst feels so strongly about.

I

6) Mr. Hurst angrily contacted me very early in the morning on October 2nd to demand an appointment to see my "books". I didn't realize I was
required to maintain books since I was the only person paying for the mailers. The only real "books" I have are my credit card statement for
paying for the mailer and the invoices from the mail house. I would be more than happy to show Hurst my "books" but I need guidance from
the PDC as to what to exactly to show him.

Nor,v I have

to fill out other forms?

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Verizon Wireless 4G LTE network.

'r'i .\,i. i '-'l>
From: Phil StuEmaD (, . . _-:
.
Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2015 9:48 AM
To: KJ
Cc: Tony Perkins
Subject RE: email
Karen Jensen
Citizens for a Better Enumclaw

On October 12,20t5,1 mailed you a letter dated October 9,2015, a copy of Chris Hurst's complaint,

and a copy of the PDC's PoliticalAdvertising and lndependent Expenditures brochures. lsentthem
to:

v-.^^ t^^-^^

;;;;.

r.n.,Enumcraw

718 Griffin Avenue #92f0
Enumclaw, WA 98022

On October 9,2OL5,1 called and left a message at (253) 709-5191. the number on your Committee
Registration (C-lPC) and asked for your email address so I could email a copy of the compliant to you.

What is the best number to contact you?

of my letter dated October 9,20L5, the complaint, and the PDC's Political
Advertising and lndependent Expenditures Brochures.
I am attaching a copy

You need to amend your C-1PC to amend item 9 to state a location where campaign books will be
open for inspection during the eight days before the election (Oct 26 - Nov 2). Only a phone number
is not adequate. A copy of your C-1PC is also attached.

Remembet as a committee that selected the full reporting option, you are required to file a 21-day
pre-general election C-4 report on October 13, covering the period September 1 * October 12. lf the
only contribution is an in-kind contribution from you, you will need to include that contribution on
ScheduleB. YouarealsorequiredtofileaT-daypre-generalelectionC-4onOct2T,coveringthe
period Oct 13 - Oct 26, and a post-general election C-4 on Dec 10 covering the period Oct27 - Nov
30. Jennifer Hansen (360) 586-4560 or Chip Beatty (360) 586-0616 can help you with filing reports, if
you need help.

After you read through the questions in my letter, please call me to discuss. Thank you.

Phil Stutzman

116,: [gt} public Disctosure Commission
Shrnrng Lrghr oo Wrthrngton Potirtca Sinco 1972
tt',tit'lE!il
Phllip E. Stutzman

Sr. Compliance Officer

Direct Line: 360-664-8853
Email : phil.stutzman @ pdc.wa.gov

PDC Main No. 360-753-1111
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From: KJ
]
Sent: Thursday, October L5,2075 9:02 AM
To: Phil Stutzman <
Subject: email
Phil,
I

still have not received anythingform your office.

My email:
Thanks,
Karen Jensen

From: @nner Edwade eurus53@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Pam text, Karen, Danel
Date: June 22, 2016 at 11:12 PM

To: Christopher Hurst chrishurst20l

O@q.com

lm sorry this is a messago from Pam that was in response to i believe a VM I left her about gstting Karen to pay for the 2nd ie mailing. Should
have mde lhat c-lear, but dilnt notice.
I haw her saved as Balshaya Shishka in my phorn (means big fine cone/big boss in Russian) because il someone lound my phone and
started looking through it I didnt want them to know u,ho I was talking with. I chose that partbular name because her hair reminded me of a

dneconeOn Jun 22, 2o16 1 1 :08 PM, "Christopher Hursfl <gh!shUSt2E!-QEgg@> wrote:
Not sure what this is.
OnJun n,?IJ16, at6:32 PM, Conner Edwards€gIE]E@gj!@>vnob:
> €creenshot_2O1 60622-'1
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DEBRA & LORAN PETERSEN
PO BOX 1100
ENUMCLAW WA 98022-1100
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LACEY SCHREINER
PO BOX 634
ENUMCLAW WA 98022.0634
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